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Resumo Os sistemas de visa˜o esta˜o a tornar-se uma a`rea de pesquisa bastante ac-
tiva e de grande mudanc¸a com novas aplicac¸o˜es a aparecerem cada vez
mais. Aplicac¸o˜es que usam processamento de imagem tornam-se cada vez
mais comuns com o passar do tempo executando tarefas como converter
documentos manuscritos para documentos digitais, fazer detecc¸a˜o de caras
humanas e acc¸o˜es humanas como sorrir, reconhecimento de objetos es-
pec´ıficos entre outras. Este tipo de aplicac¸o˜es encontram-se em objectos
do dia-a-dia como em camaˆras e telemo´veis. Com o desenvolvimento de
sistemas de visa˜o, a a`rea da robo´tica pode beneficiar mais de capacidades
como detec¸a˜o de objetos e a sua posic¸a˜o.
O objectivo desta tese e´ o desenvolvimento de um sistema de visa˜o modular
a ser usado nos jogadores robo´ticos da equipa CAMBADA, participantes na
Liga de Tamanho Me´dio (MSL). O sistema de visa˜o modular pode ser facil-
mente exportado para outros projectos de robo´tica que possuam visa˜o, uma
forma de ver o mundo que os rodeia. Este possuira´ mo´dulos com tarefas
espec´ıficas como aquisic¸a˜o de imagem e detec¸a˜o de objectos, depuramento
visual e configurac¸a˜o remota dos paraˆmetros inerentes ao sistema. O sis-
tema de visa˜o usara´ a biblioteca UAVision para aquirir imagens e extrair
informac¸a˜o.
Uma aplicac¸a˜o remota para interagir e configurar o sistema de visa˜o foi
tambe´m desenvolvido usando a interface de programac¸a˜o de aplicac¸o˜es Qt4.
Esta aplicac¸a˜o remota ira´ interagir com o mo´dulo servidor do sistema de
visa˜o modular atrave´s da rede usando o protocolo de controle de trans-
missa˜o.
Para transferir images e paraˆmetros do sistema de visa˜o foi desenvolvida
uma biblioteca para lidar com o protocolo de controlo de transmissa˜o us-
ando como base a interface de programac¸a˜o de aplicac¸o˜es de sockets da
POSIX. Esta biblioteca e´ usada no servidor do sistema de visa˜o modular
assim como na aplicac¸a˜o remota.
Os objectivos principais desta tese foram cumpridos e parte deste trabalho
encontra-se ja´ em uso pela equipa CAMBADA.

Abstract Vision systems are becoming a very active research area and rapidly changing
with new applications arising more and more. Applications using image
processing are getting common as time moves forward, and applications
such as converting documents to text, cameras detecting faces and people
smiling, object recognition among others are found in daily objects such as
cameras and phones. With the development of vision systems, robotics is
an area that can benefit a lot more from abilities such as object detection
and information extraction such as object position and orientation.
The purpose of this thesis is the development of a modular vision system
to be used by the robotic soccer players of team CAMBADA, participant
in the robocup Middle Size Leage (MSL). The modular vision system is
also easily exported onto other robotic projects that possess vision, a way
of seeing the world around them. The vision system will possess modules
with specifics tasks such as inage acquisition and object detection, visual
debug and remote configuration of the inherent system parameters. The
vision system will use the UAVision library to acquire images and information
extraction.
A remote application to interact and configure the vision system was also
developed using the Qt4 application programming interface. This remote
application will interact with the server module of the modular vision system
through the network using the transmission control protocol.
In order to transfer images and parameters of the vision system a library
was developed to handle the transmission control protocol using as base the
POSIX sockets application programming interface. This library is used in
the modular vision system server as well as in the remote application.
The main objectives of this thesis have been accomplished and part of this
work is already being used by the CAMBADA team.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is said God made Man in his image and as his creator, Man is making robots in their
image. Humans possess a variety of ways to perceive and interact with the world around
them. To perceive the world there are the traditional five senses 1 we learn in elementary
school as well as the ability to detect other stimuli 2, and for interaction humans possess
muscles. In order for a robot to be intelligent it needs to perceive the world and the ability
to interact in the world. Much like humans, robots can also possess a variety of sensors (such
as vision, gyroscope, accelerometer, compass, distance sensors, etc..) and actuators (motors,
servos, steppers, etc..). This thesis will focus in one main sensor used in robots, vision. More
specifically the vision system and vision process used in RoboCup Middle Size League robot.
RoboCup was founded in 1997 with the main goal of “developing by 2050 a Robot Soccer
team capable of winning against the human team champion of the FIFA World Cup”. In the
next years, RoboCup proposed several soccer platforms that have been established as stan-
dard platforms for robotics research. This domain demonstrated the capability of capturing
key aspects of complex real world problems, stimulating the development of a wide range
of technologies, including the design of electrical-mechanical-computational integrated tech-
niques for autonomous robots. After more than 15 years of RoboCup, nowadays robot soccer
represents only a part of the available platforms. RoboCup encompasses other leagues that, in
addition to Soccer, cover Rescue (Robots and Simulation), @Home (assistive robots in home
environments), Sponsored and @Work (Industrial environments), as well as RoboCupJunior
leagues for underaged students. These domains offer a wide range of platforms for researchers
with the potential to speed up the developments in the mobile robotics field [1].
1Traditional senses: Sight (ophthalmoception), hearing (audioception), taste (gustaoception), smell (olfa-
coception) and touch (tactioception)
2Other perception humans have: Temperature (thermoception), kinesthetic sense (proprioception), pain
(nociception), balance (equilibroception), etc.
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RoboCup has already grown into a project which gets worldwide attention. Every year,
multiple tournaments are organized in different countries all over the world, where teams
from all over the world participate in various disciplines. There are tournaments in Germany,
Portugal, China, Brazil, etc. In Portugal, the national robotics festival robotica is held once a
year in different cities bringing robotic enthusiasts from all ages with competitions in several
categories such as robotic soccer, rescue, home, industrial, among others.
1.1 Contributions and RoboCup
The University of Aveiro possesses a laboratory dedicated entirely to the robotics research
area, the Intelligent Robotics and Intelligent Systems Laboratory (IRIS-LAB). It is in this
laboratory that several projects aim at developing competitive work not only to participate in
the several disciplines of the RoboCup, but to progress in the multiple fields that is the robotic
area. These projects compete in the Soccer discipline in the Middle Size League (MSL),
Standard Platform League (SPL), Soccer Simulation League both in the two dimensional and
three dimensional leagues and finally in the RoboCup@Home League.
In the Middle Size League (MSL) the robots are allowed to have any kind of sensors and
actuators as long as these do not compromise the functioning of the opposing team robots.
Restrictions are general focusing on questions such as robots size, weight, shared transmission
channel, natural ball dribble and play rules. The hardware each team places onto the robot
is entirely up to the team. This allows games between teams to be completely different both
in technologically as well as strategically. Competition is fierce and each year teams show
innovations. The MSL also possesses two challenges each year, a technical and a scientific one.
On the technical challenge teams display their skills as a team mobilizing robots for operating
demonstrations. On the scientific challenge each team show how they solved and overcome a
challenge, being this rated by the remaining teams. Generally its in the scientific challenge
that teams show their research lines. The robot used by team CAMBADA is depicted in
Figure 1.1.
In the Standard Platform League (SPL), unlike the MSL, the robots are restricted to
a standard platform as the league name indicates. The platform is specific to the NAO [2]
robot, a humanoid robot depicted in Figure 1.1. This league concentrates more on the software
development only due to the fact that every team is bounded to the Aldebaran platform and
are not allowed to make changes. The robot specifics inclued two cameras vertically aligned,
an inertial measurement unit (IMU), speakers, microphones, and a lot of servos to actuate in
the world around them.
The simulation league is one of oldest leagues in the RoboCup, focusing on artificial
2
intelligence and team strategy. Agents, independent moving software players play soccer on
a virtual field running on a server. Sub-leagues of simulation include two dimensional and
three dimensional representation of the soccer game. In the two dimensional league the teams
of eleven players also referred to as agents play in a virtual soccer stadium represented by
a central server. This SoccerServer knows everything about the game, players position, ball
position, physics, etc.. In the three dimensional league the realism increases by adding an
extra dimension and more complex physics. The agents in the beginning were simple spherical
balls evolving to today’s virtual Aldebaran NAO’s. Like the two dimensional league teams
are composed by eleven players.
The @Home league aims to develop service and assistive robot technology with high rele-
vance for future personal domestic applications. A set of benchmark tests is used to evaluate
the robots abilities and performance in a realistic non-standardized home environment setting.
Some focus are human-robot interaction and cooperation, navigation and mapping in dynamic
environments, computer vision and object recognition under natural light conditions, object
manipulation, adaptive behaviors, behavior integration, ambient intelligence, standardization
and system integration. Figure 1.1 depicts the @Home robot developed in the IRIS-LAB.
Figure 1.1: Some projects of IRIS-LAB that use vision as a main sensor. From left to right:
Standard platform league NAO robot; CAMBADA@Home domestic agent; Soccer player of
the Middle Size League team CAMBADA.
It goes without reference that all of these leagues aim at Autonomous Intelligent Robots,
meaning that no human interferes with their behavior or is controlling the robots. The robots
are supposed to take their own decisions based only on their perception of the world and the
programming in them.
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1.2 CAMBADA Platform
The platform used by the Portuguese team CAMBADA is composed of sensors and ac-
tuators to perceive and act in the world around them. Its main objective is to play soccer
with an official FIFA regulated ball. To perceive the world around it, this robot possesses
an omnidirectional vision system, i.e., a camera pointing up to an hyperbolic mirror, giving
an image of 360 degrees. The image obtained is distorted but can be resolved with some
mathematics. Figure 1.2 shows an example frame from the vision system.
Figure 1.2: An image obtained from the omni-directional vision system used in CAMBADA
team. The omni-directionality is obtained from a camera pointing at an hyperbolic mirror.
Besides the camera, it also possesses an inertial measurement unit (IMU) composed by a
gyroscope, a compass and an accelerometer, allowing the robot to know its orientation in a
three dimensional environment, its acceleration and its direction in relation to earths surface.
To actuate on the soccer field, the robot possesses an holonomic movement of two di-
mensions, meaning it has two degrees of freedom around the x axis, the y axis and rotation
about the origin. This is achieved by having three omnidirectional wheels in a triangular
configuration. It also possesses a kicker, a bar of metal parallel to a solenoid giving the robot
the ability to kick the ball through the air or parallel to the ground by pulling the bar metal
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to the side. The ball is hold by two omnidirectional wheels around the kicker allowing the
robot to dribble the ball across the field. As a brain the robot possesses a laptop with an Intel
Core i5-3340M CPU @ 2.70 Gigahertz 4 processor running Ubuntu 12.04, a Linux distribution
Debian based.
To facilitate the deployment and integration of new features, the use of libraries that
aren’t present in the Ubuntu repositories is highly discouraged. This can cause conflicts with
previous software, for instance making a new tool in Qt5 while having existing tools in Qt4
will cause library conflicts and OpenCV 2.4 is not retro compatible with version 2.3. For this
reason as well code in C++11 defined in the recent ISO/IEC 14882:2011 standard is highly
limited, since the GNU/GCC compiler in the repositories is only version 4.6.3 and not all
features of C++11 are implemented on that version [3].
The CAMBADA architecture is based in the biomorphic robotics discipline, focusing on
the emulation of mechanics, sensor systems, computing structures and methodologies used by
animals, i.e., building robots inspired by the principles of biological systems. The architecture
is divided into two layers, coordination layer that will handle communication operations,
large processing loads and large data transfer and the low level layer with less data transfer
capability and will handle hardware devices of the robot. The low level layer possesses specific
and well defined functions such as movement, kicking and odometry. To communicate these
devices use a shared Controller Area Network (CAN) bus.
Several processes exist to process data and make decisions, interacting among them. The
processes are HWcomm, Vision and Agent, each possessing a cycle and afterwards, signaling
the process manager that it has finished a cycle so that the process manager can awake
another process. For inter-process communication and inter-robot communication a real-
time database is used. The HWcomm is the low-level communication handler, responsible for
obtaining information from the CAN devices and the higher processes. The HWcomm will use
the real-time database to place the information obtained from the low level microcontrollers.
The Vision is the main process for data input for the Agent process placing information
about the robot location, ball position and obstacles position in the real-time database. As
previously mentioned the vision system is based on an omnidirectional catadioptric system
where an hyperbolic mirror provides a 360 degree range view.a Finally the Agent process
is responsible for making decisions based on the interpretation of the data present in the
real-time database, from the sensory modules and coordination with the remaining robots.
Agents share information through a real-time database (RTDB), helping the team to
make decisions and synchronizing the robots processes both between robots and between the
processes of a robot. Information that originates from one own robot is placed onto a local
area of the RTDB and only the local processes will manipulate that information. For inter-
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robot synchronization the RTDB possesses a shared area where every robot will possess a
slot to broadcast their information through the shared communication bus. The shared zone
in each robot is the set of all shared areas of all robots. The robots can perform decisions
based on the information of other robots, for instance if a robot isn’t able to detect a ball,
it can use the information of other robots to find out the ball location. Figure 1.3 depicts a
diagram to help understand the real-time database.
Figure 1.3: A diagram depicting the local and shared zones of the real-time database (RTDB)
and the intervening processes. HWcomm, Vision and Agent will all write and read from the
local area. The agent will write onto it is shared zone which will be sent through broadcast
to the other databases shared zone through the shared network bus.
1.3 Objectives
This thesis focuses on the development of a modular vision system for robots possessing
some sort of an ability to see the world around them using one or more cameras. The work
that will be presented has been applied to the robotic soccer players of the Portuguese team
CAMBADA, competing in the RoboCup Middle Size League (MSL). However the work
developed can easily be expanded and exported to other platforms possessing a vision system
for color coded object detection. The main focus of this thesis is the development of a vision
system with great emphasis on its modularity and communication.
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The aim of this work is finding a solution and provide accurate implementations for
overcoming some of the challenges and restrictions presented on robotic vision. The specific
goals of this thesis are:
• Development of a modular vision system
– Development of a module responsible for acquiring images and processing objects
of interest.
– Development of a module responsible for displaying visual debug information.
– Development of a module capable of remote communication to configure the vision
system.
• Development of a network library to be used by the remote communications.
• Development of a remote client application to communicate with the vision system and
calibrate it.
• Integration of the developed work on the CAMBADA robots.
1.4 Document Structure
On Chapter 1 an introduction to the robotic world and its competition is given as well
as an explanation to the work developed by the Portuguese team CAMBADA in the robotics
world and the objectives of this thesis.
Chapter 2 explains the developed network library to be used in the communication between
the server and the client application, giving an overview of the existing libraries and how
communication on the network works.
Chapter 3 explains the modular vision system and each of its components, more specifically
the core which will handle image acquisition and information extraction, the debug, a way of
displaying visual information regarding the information extraction and the server, a remote
way of handling configuration of the vision system. It also gives an overview of the UAVision
library and the encapsulation of the pthread library into an object, allowing objects to be
defined as Runnable, effectively characterizing an object as a thread.
Chapter 4 explains the remote client application that will communicate with the server
to calibrate the system as well as the Qt4 framework used to build the user interface.
Chapter 5 explains the programming style used, why it was used and how it improves
code legibility.
Finally Chapter 6 summarizes the work done and talks about expandability of the devel-
oped work as well as future work.
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Chapter 2
API for stream sockets
When dealing with mobile autonomous robots, having remote access and remote configu-
ration to the tools can ease the process and even be vital if no way of performing these tasks
locally is a possibility. For remote configuration and remote access, some sort of communi-
cation is inevitable and using the well defined network protocols seems like a viable option.
In this chapter it will be discussed network communication and development of an API for
stream sockets.
Communication between two computers over the network uses either the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) or the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Both TCP and UDP work
at the Transport Layer, either by the seven layer Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model
of International Organization for Standardization (ISO) or by the four layer Internet Protocol
Suite model.
Figure 2.1: Comparison between the four layer TCP/IP model and the seven layer OSI model.
Some protocols for every layer are also shown.
No matter the programming language (Java, C++, C, python, etc..), when writing pro-
grams that communicate over the network, programming is done at the application layer,
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making the programmer not having to concern himself with the transport layer. However, a
decision between TCP and UDP must be made, as they are very different.
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), one of the core protocols of the Internet protocol
suite1, provides reliable, ordered and error-checked delivery of a stream of octets between
programs running on computers connected to a Local Area Network (LAN), intranet or the
public Internet. To set up a reliable communication, a connection needs to be established
and only after it is possible to send and receive data over that connection.
User Datagram Protocol (UDP), another core member of the Internet protocol suite, al-
lows programs to send messages (referred to as datagrams) to another programs without the
need to set up special transmission channels or data paths. UDP uses a simple transmis-
sion model with a minimum protocol mechanism. Unlike TCP, UDP has no handshaking
dialogues, and so it is not reliable, meaning that messages delivery is not guaranteed and
messages may be out of order. However, if the message is not lost, it is error free.
In summary, TCP is a connection based protocol that provides a reliable flow of data
between two computers and UDP is a protocol, not connection based, that sends independent
packets of data, called datagrams, from one computer to another with no guarantees about
arrival.
For many applications, the guarantee of arrival and transfer of information from one
end to the other end is critical for its success. In other cases such strict standards are not
required and may even slow down the application due to the extra overhead or even the
reliable connection cause an invalidation altogether.
Some well known applications that need reliability in transfer are the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Telnet, Internet Message Access Proto-
col (IMAP), among others. All of these require reliability in the information being traded,
whether transmitting web pages with HTTP, downloading or uploading a file using FTP or
even retrieving e-mails with IMAP. Applications that don’t need reliability, or a connection for
that matter, are Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) daemon, Trivial File Trans-
fer Protocol (TFTP), Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), Real-time Transfer
Protocol (RTP)2, among others.
1Internet protocol suite – Set of network protocol used for the Internet
2Although TCP has been standardized for RTP use, RTP applications use UDP in favor of speed instead
of reliability
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2.1 Managing network applications
There are two main approaches to manage network applications, the client-server model
and the peer-to-peer (P2P) model. The client-server model and the peer-to-peer model are
very distinct, the first being a centralized architecture and the latter a distributed architecture,
as noted on Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Client-server model vs. Peer-to-peer model.
The client-server model distinguishes very well two roles, the client and the server. The
server provides a service or access to a shared resource, for instance a web server serves web
pages and a file server serves computer files. Network clients access the server by making
requests.
A service is an abstraction of computer resources and clients don’t have to be concerned
with how the server fulfills their request to deliver the response. The only thing the client needs
to understand is the response content and formatting of the data for the requested service.
Client and servers communicate in a request-response messaging pattern, the client sends a
request and the server returns a response. This exchange is an example of communication
between processes, they both have a common language and they follow rules so that both
the client and the server know what to expect. This language and its rules are defined in
a communications protocol, operating at the application layer. Some of the most popular
applications on the Internet follow the client-server model including email, FTP and Web
services.
In the peer-to-peer model all computers have equal status, called peers. Each peer can
provide services and/or resources or connect to another peer to access services and/or re-
sources, meaning a peer is a server as well as a client. It is usual for peers to provide the same
service or resource and it is a major advantage when compared to the client-server model, as
this makes the setup and running costs very small. Some examples that use a full peer-to-peer
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model are Gnutella, Gossip, Kazaa.
Client-server networks compared to the peer-to-peer model have the advantage in per-
forming backups (ease of data gather as all data is centered in one place), keeping data or
resources secure from attackers. On peer-to-peer networks a node failure or network bottle
neck does not mean the resource or service is unreachable as redundancy is part of the model
and peer-to-peer is also more scalable in than client-server.
It is worth mentioning that there is a mid term between client-server model and peer-to-
peer model, combining aspects of both models, called a hybrid. The most common hybrid
model possesses a central server to facilitate the discovery of peers. There are other varieties
of hybrid models, each making a trade-off between the centralized client-server model and the
pure decentralized peer-to-peer model. Hybrid models tend to have better performance than
either pure unstructured networks or pure structured networks as certain functions, such as
when requesting a certain file, benefit from having a centralized search and a decentralized
sharing. Examples of applications using hybrid models are torrent clients (Bittorrent, Azureus,
Spotify, etc..).
2.2 Network Sockets
A socket is one end-point of a two-way communication link between two processes running
on the network. There are several types of sockets such as stream sockets, datagram sockets,
raw sockets, among others [4]. In this section only two of these will be discussed, stream
sockets and datagram sockets, respectively corresponding to the TCP and UDP transport
protocols.
Sockets connect or send datagrams to another socket by its address, a combination of
an IP address and a port number. A socket is characterized by the local socket address,
the protocol associated (UDP or TCP), and in case of a stream socket, the remote socket
address [5]. The operating system and the application refer to this combination with a
unique integer value called socket descriptor [6]. The payload of an incoming IP packet is
forwarded by the operating system to the corresponding application by extracting the socket
address information from the IP and transport protocol headers, stripping the headers from
the application data.
In order to send and receive data from a socket, a socket needs to be setup. This setup
depends on whether a datagram socket or a stream socket is needed, and in stream sockets
the setup also depends whether the server or the client is being setup.
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Figure 2.3: Typical setup of sockets. On the left the setup of two datagram sockets and on
the right two stream sockets, a server and a client.
To set up a datagram socket, a socket descriptor needs to be requested from the operative
system, binding it afterwards to a specific port. Only after binding the socket descriptor a
datagram socket is able to receive and send datagrams.
To set up a stream socket, a request to the operative system for the socket descriptor also
needs to be done followed by the port binding, afterwards depends if the client or the server
is being setup. In the client side, after the binding, there is only the need to connect to the
server using the server IP address and the server port before the client is able to send and
receive data. On the server side, after binding the socket, the socket needs to be marked as a
passive socket, listening for incoming connections, followed by an accept at which point the
server will block until a client connects to it. After a client is accepted a new socket is created
already bound and connected, making the server manage two sockets, one that will accept
new connections and characterized only by the local IP address and local port, while the
newly created socket is characterized not only by the local IP address and the local address,
but also by the remote IP address and remote port. Figure 2.4 illustrates socket changes
when connecting. The accepted socket is the one that will trade data with the client [5].
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Figure 2.4: Sockets before and after connection is established. The client socket before
connection is characterized by local IP address and local port number and after connection
is identified not only by local IP address and local port but also by remote IP address and
remote port number. The server socket accepting connections is characterized only by local IP
address and local port number. Accepting a new connection generates a new socket with the
same local IP address and local port number as the listening socket but is now characterized
by remote IP address and remote port number.
2.3 Current existing API’s
C and C++ offer network socket programming in Linux using the Portable Operating
System Interface (POSIX) Application Programming Interface (API). Although the POSIX
API is complete and functional, the network socket functions are not object oriented, therefore
many libraries offer network sockets object oriented, easier to interact and to abstract from
low-level details. Such examples of libraries are Qt, Boost, ACE, Simple Socket, STL+, and
many others.
The network requirements for the modular vision system and calibration tool consisted
on reliable sockets, preferably object oriented, and the library had to exist on the repositories
as stated on Section 1.2.
Reliable sockets are essential, when transmitting new configuration parameters to the
vision system, there is the need to guarantee the data arrives and that the images on which
the configuration was made were the same as the vision system. Object Oriented is always
a good practice, allowing modularity (decomposition of problems into smaller subproblems
that can be solved separately), abstraction (understandability), encapsulation (information
hiding), composability (structured desing).
Qt is a cross-platform application and User Interface (UI) framework for developers using
C++. Qt has licenses for open source and commercial use. Qt possesses objects for creating
sockets, both UDP or TCP, and are thread safe. Although a highly functional, with a good
documentation library, the use of Qt objects (QObjects) would be an over engineered solution,
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as QObjects often requires the qmake compiler before compiling. Using Qt library only to
have sockets was thus cast outside as a viable option.
Boost is a cross-platform C++ library for network and low-level Input/Output (I/O)
programming providing developers with a consistent asynchronous model using a modern
C++ approach. Boost is commonly accepted as an unofficial extension to C++ standard
libraries. From version 1.51 Boost.Asio provides the network library, giving developers a
structured, object oriented, well documented off-the-shelf support for the internet protocols
TCP and UDP. This was a strong candidate to use however, the robots of the CAMBADA
team have installed the Operative System Ubuntu 12.04, who only possesses Boost libraries
up to the 1.48 version. Meaning that this would violate the CAMBADA rule of minimizing
external libraries. Also the new version of Boost could conflict with earlier versions, and so
Boost was also cast outside as a viable option.
ADAPTIVE Communication Environment (with ADAPTIVE being an acronym for ”A
Dinamically Assembled Protocol Transformation, Integration, and eValuation Environment”,
usually just referred to as ACE) is a freely available, open-source object oriented framework
implementing many core patterns for concurrent communication software. ACE has many
strong features, highly object oriented, a set of reusable C++ encapsulated low-level func-
tions and data structures within more concise, robust, portable and mantainable higher-level
object-oriented class interfaces, communication tasks with event demultiplexing and event
handler dispatch, signal handler, shared memory management, concurrent execution and syn-
chronization. ACE looks another strong candidate, but the documentation is not the most
appealing and simple, possessing a learning curve, topping with not being available on the
repositories, ACE was another option cast aside.
Simple Socket had no documentation, had to be manually installed and apparently the
project died in February 2014. Was definitely not an option.
Standard Template Library plus (STL+) is a collection of libraries containing reusable
C++ components and just like Boost an extension of the C++ Standard Library. STL+ is
divided into five main libraries, containers, persistence, portability, subsystem and strings.
The portability library contains network sockets, possessing examples and tutorials on server
and client applications. The STL+ was also a good library to consider, with a simple and
intuitive interface, with some great utilities in other packages, was cast outside by the same
reason as Boost and ACE, it had to be manually installed.
A decision was made to build a simple and intuitive network library, object oriented and
well documented. CAMBADA already possessed it’s own UDP socket library, so there was no
need to build a full network transport library, and thus commtcp was build, a complementation
of the UDP socket CAMBADA library, providing TCP sockets.
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2.4 TCP sockets library
The client and server applications possess different behaviors, the client being the active
object that will connect to the server and request data or resource allocation and the server
being the passive object waiting for clients to connect and handling the clients requests.
Different behaviors mean different objects, ServerSocket is the object representing the socket
server for passive sockets that will wait for connections, and Socket is the object representing
regular sockets who will connect to the server. TCP sockets possess state, they can be
bounded, listening, connected, closed, shutdown or initialized (valid socket descriptor). Since
a socket whether server or client possess common operations and attributes such as state,
socket descriptor, errors, and needs to be closed, a base class AbstractSocket was created.
The relationship between all these objects can be seen in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Relationships between objects of commtcp API.
SocketState is an enumerated type whose values represent the state of a socket. The values
of SocketState are UNKNOWN, OPEN, BOUNDED, LISTENING, CONNECTED, CLOSED
and SHUTDOWN. UNKNOWN means the socket is in an unknown state, this could be caused
by performing actions without error checking, causing the socket to have undefined behavior
and undefined state. OPEN means a socket descriptor has been successfully requested from
the operative system. BOUNDED means that the socket has been successfully bounded to a
local IP address and port number. CONNECTED means that the socket has been successfully
connected to the server and is able to trade data. LISTENING means that the socket is able
to accept incoming connections. CLOSED means the socket descriptor has been released.
SHUTDOWN means that some sort of communication has been shutdown. A socket can
shutdown outgoing and/or incoming packets, meaning that it will not, respectively, send
and/or receive any more data. When this occurs, a socket is in shutdown state. To enable
the incoming or outgoing shutdown communication, the socket needs to be closed and setup
again.
The AbstractSocket object is nothing more than a base class for the ServerSocket and
Socket objects. Contains within itself the enumerated type SocketState as a protected object
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and public methods to determine the state of the socket such as isClosed, isOpen, etc. Besides
the state, it also contains the socket descriptor and an integer to check for errors as protected
attributes, methods to close and shutdown the socket. AbstractSocket is an abstract object,
meaning it can not be instantiated because of some method not having a defined implemen-
tation, in this case the open operation. Both ServerSocket and Socket objects will inherit the
state probing methods, the file descriptor, the error integer and will have to implement their
own open methods. Figure 2.6 is the UML class diagram of AbstractSocket object with its
inner enumerated type SocketState.
Figure 2.6: UML class diagram of the AbstractSocket object.
The Socket object is the equivalent to a POSIX API socket used by a client application.
By inheriting the abstract object AbstractSocket it has access to the socket descriptor, socket
state and error and is also obligated to override the open method.
Instantiating a Socket object can be done with any constructor, since the constructor won’t
do any error prone operations, the construction of the object serves only as an initializer to
its attributes.
The open method includes the request of a socket descriptor from the operative system,
binding of the socket and a connection to the server. In case of connecting using an IP address
(whether IPv4 or IPv6), a connection will be attempt to that IP address and in case of denial
open will exit with an error code. If a host name was used instead of an IP address, the
host name is first resolved, retrieving all possible IP addresses (both IPv4 and IPv6) and will
attempt to connect to all of them, i.e., open will attempt to connect to the first address. If
for some reason a connection was not possible, will attempt the next one and so on until it
succeeds or until all addresses were attempted.
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Exchange of data in the POSIX API is done through the functions of send and recv
(short for receive)3. The Socket object is the only one containing methods to exchange
data, providing methods to send and receive information. The old methods send and recv are
available with the same functionality, a buffer of bytes along with the size of the buffer is given
to the method so that the information within the buffer can be transmitted or the information
retrieved can be placed on the buffer. Instead of a buffer, a vector can be passed, allowing for
dynamic allocation. Some new methods for exchanging information were also implemented,
using C++ ability to override operators, the operators << and >>. These methods, unlike the
traditional send and receive, don’t allow the sending of a buffer, rather they are used for the
primitive types of C++ (such as floats, doubles, integers, unsigned integers, characters and
strings4), allowing not only code legibility but more importantly portability.
Different architectures can have different memory organization. When memory stores the
most significant byte of a word in the smallest address and the least significant byte of a word
in the largest address its called big-endian, in contrast when the most significant byte of a word
is stored in the largest address and the least significant byte of a word is stored in the smallest
address its called little-endian. This can pose portability problems, the hexadecimal number
0x1234 in little-endian is stored as 0x1234, but in big-endian is stored as 0x3412, so if a little-
endian architecture sends 0x1234 to a big-endian architecture, instead of perceiving 0x1234,
the big-endian architecture will perceive the number 0x3412 which is stored as 0x1234 and
not 0x3412. To resolve this issue, the network also possesses an endianess called the network
order which is big-endian, and the POSIX API possesses functions such as ntoh and hton
to change from host endianness to network endianess. The information exchanged using the
send and recv methods are the programmer responsibility to guarantee the proper portability.
The use of the overridden operators << and >> guarantee this portability. Even in the case of
floats and doubles, which may be stored as the architecture sees fit, are packed and unpacked
using the IEEE 754 floating point standard, making sure that no loss of precision occurs.
Before sending a float/double, the float/double is packed calculating the signal, mantissa and
exponent and sent as a word. Upon arrival, the float/double is calculated using the mantissa
signal and exponent.
The two last methods worth mentioning are the sendAll and recvAll. These methods use
a very simple application specific protocol to guarantee that an object of large dimensions is
sent and received in just one operation of send and receive. Take a large matrix of unsigned
3The exchange of data can also be made using write or read, as a socket descriptor is also a file descriptor,
quoting from man 2 send, ”The only difference between send() and write() is the presence of flags. With zero
flags parameter, send() is equivalent to write().”.
4Although a string is not a primitive type of C++ as it can be decomposed into a set of characters, it can
at least be considered a basic type of C++.
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integers, having one thousand rows by one thousand columns, representing a four channel
image, to guarantee that the data is sent in one operation, the Socket object will first send 4
bytes indicating the size of the data, and then will call send as many times as necessary until
all the data has been transmitted. On the receiver end, the four bytes will be received first,
indicating how many bytes it has to receive until the full data has been retrieved, and will
make successive calls to recv. Figure 2.7 is the UML class diagram of the Socket object.
Figure 2.7: UML class diagram of the Socket object.
The ServerSocket object is the equivalent to a POSIX API socket used by a server appli-
cation. By inheriting the abstract object AbstractSocket it has access to the socket descriptor,
socket state and error and is also obligated to override the open method.
Instantiating a ServerSocket object can be done with any constructor, since the construc-
tor won’t do any error prone operations. The contruction of the object serves only as an
initializer to its attributes.
The open method includes the request of a socket descriptor from the operative system,
binding of the socket and the marking as a passive socket, making it ready to receive incoming
connections.
The accept method will block waiting for clients to connect. Upon a new client connection,
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a new Socket is created in the heap, already connected to the client. The ServerSocket itself
is unable by design to communicate with clients, since by the POSIX API a new socket
descriptor is always created when accepting connections, this behavior is reflected in the
ServerSocket object. To communicate with the other end, the return Socket object is the one
to use. Figure 2.8 is the UML class diagram of the ServerSocket object.
Figure 2.8: UML class diagram of the ServerSocket object.
2.5 Final Remarks
The library purpose was to simplify and be more intuitive than the POSIX API, while
at the same time remain very close to the known flow of operations defined by the POSIX
API depicted in Figure 2.3. The new proposed flow of operations can be seen in Figure 2.9.
The socket descriptor is no longer the representation of the socket, but rather the object
instantiated. Separating the client and server into two distinct sockets, with a single operation
to setup both, the open operation, the flow of operations is simpler while familiar. On
the client side, the socket descriptor request, the socket binding and the connection to the
server were all merged into one ”open” operation. The rest of the client operations were left
unchanged, send and receive operations to communicate with the server as previously and a
close operation to close the socket. On the server side, similar to the client destiny, the socket
descriptor request, the socket binding and the passive socket marking were merged into one
”open” operation, retaining the accept operation. The behavior of server and client are now
defined in the type of socket instantiated.
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Figure 2.9: Commtcp setup of TCP sockets for a client-server application.
Performance wise, this library has the same performance as the POSIX API. It uses the
POSIX API, so the only difference in terms of performance is the small overhead added by
the calling of methods. The existing compilers of nowadays will most of the times optimize
this, and so the added overhead can easily be disregarded in contrast to the benefits of having
a simpler API, object oriented with code legibility.
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Chapter 3
Modular vision system
A vision system is a device that incorporates the necessary hardware and software to
collect data and form an image, which is interpreted by a computer to ”see” an object, i.e.,
detect objects and position of objects. A vision system possesses one or more video cameras,
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and digital signal processing (DSP). While the human eyes
are sensitive to electromagnetic wavelengths ranging from 390 to 770 nanometers (nm) [7],
video cameras can be sensitive to a range of wavelengths much wider than this, some vision
systems function at infrared (IR), ultraviolet (UV) or X-ray wavelengths.
Vision systems are used in various industrial, medical applications and robots such as
electronic component analysis, signature identification, optical character recognition, hand-
writing recognition, object recognition, pattern recognition, materials inspection, currency
inspection, medical image analysis, bomb-disposal robots, among others. Vision Systems can
further be separated into computer vision, machine vision and image processing.
Computer Vision is a field with methods for acquiring, processing, analyzing and under-
standing images from the real world in order to produce numerical or symbolical information.
Computer vision seeks to develop algorithms replicating the ability of the human brain to
infer properties of the external world purely by means of the reflected light from various ob-
jects into the eye. Such properties can be distance of objects, orientation of the object from
viewer’s point and in relation to other objects, color guessing, segmentation and tracking
of objects, among others. Typical computer vision tasks include recognition (determining if
an image whether or not contains a specific object or feature), motion analysis (through a
sequence of images, estimate velocity for each point in the image or velocity of camera pro-
ducing images), scene reconstruction (computing a three dimensional model of a scene from
a sequence of images or a video), image restoration (remove noise from images such as sensor
noise, motion blur, overexposure, etc.).
Machine Vision refers to the industrial application of vision technology, describing the
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understanding and interpretation of technically obtained images for controlling production
processes. This has become one of the key technologies in industrial automation which is
used in virtually all manufacturing industries1 [8], such as automatic inspection, process
control, robot guidance in industry, among others. Machine vision helps machines in decision
making (such as pass or fail) based on the extracted information. The typical flow consists in
imaging, image processing, output. Imaging can be in conventional images (two dimensional
visible light), infrared images, line scan imaging, three dimensional imaging of surfaces, X-ray
imaging, monochromatic images, etc.. After image acquisition, image processing is performed.
Methods like stitching, morphological filtering, thresholding, segmentation, edge detection,
color analysis, pattern recognition are used to later compare against target values in order
to determine pass or fail decisions. Output of Machine Vision can be either pass or fail
(afterwards triggering some other mechanism to deal with the result), object position and
orientation, or numerical measurements.
Image Processing is the signal processing for which the input is an image such as a picture
or a frame from a video. Processing an image is much like processing a two dimensional
signal and the same techniques can be applied such as transformations (discrete Fourier
transformations, Bilinear transformations), filtering, among others.
Computer Vision, Machine Vision and Image Processing all share common techniques and
cover similar applications meaning basic techniques used and developed on each field can be
more or less identical to the others so there is clearly an overlap of these fields. Figure 3.1
shows the relation of these fields and how they overlap each other.
Figure 3.1: Relationship between Computer vision, Machine Vision and Image Processing.
The modular vision system architecture presented in this chapter was tested in the
RoboCup Middle Size League (MSL) robots of the CAMBADA team. However the archi-
tecture was designed without any platform specific constraints and can easily be exported
and expanded onto other projects possessing a vision system. The vision system uses the
UAVision library to perform color-coded object detection.
1Sometimes the term Machine Vision is also used to refer to non-industrial applications.
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3.1 UAVision
UAVision is a color-coded object detection library currently being used by the robots of
team CAMBADA, participants in the Middle Size League of RoboCup. The library has a
modular design and it can be stripped down into several independent modules [9, 10]. An
important aspect of this library is that it uses several data structures from the OpenCV
library.
The architecture of UAVision library was developed for real-time object detection, main-
taining the algorithms processing time as low as possible and offering support for different
vision sensor technologies. Being a library that takes into considerations time constraints
makes this library appropriate to be used by robots that need to detect color coded objects.
The implementation of CAMBADA team using the UAVision library can work with frame
rates up to 50 frames per second with images having a resolution of one megapixel (1024×1024
pixels) either in Bayer, RGB or YUV color modes [9, 10].
UAVision can be used by robots whose architecture might be different, but the goal
remaining the same, detecting colored objects. The library was a natural development of
the work already presented within the RoboCup community, having implementations in the
Standard Platform League SPL and in the Middle Size League MSL using this library [9, 10].
For image acquisition, UAVision provides interfaces for Universal Serial Bus (USB) cam-
eras, Firewire cameras and Ethernet cameras. Since all of these cameras are derived classes
of the object Camera, polymorphism can be used as a layer of abstraction from the camera
used in the vision system. Frames obtained from these classes can be in either Bayer, RGB
or YUV format and later converted to any of the following color spaces: RGB, HSV, YUV,
Bayer.
The library also offers a camera calibration module with algorithms for the extrinsic
and intrinsic camera parameters, computation of the inverse distance map, calibration of
color metric camera parameters and definition of region of interest (ROI). The result of
these parameters can be stored onto a configuration file also provided by the library. This
configuration file is divided into four main blocks of information: camera settings, mask, map
and color ranges. The camera settings are the basic information of camera parameters such
as resolution of image, region of interest regarding the CCD or CMOS sensor of the camera,
saturation, brightness, white balance, among others. The mask is a binary image representing
the areas of the image that don’t need processing due to some a priori knowledge such as part
of the vision system being visible in the image or objects in a given area are not of interest.
Not processing these image areas effectively reduces noise and processing time. The map is a
matrix representing relationship between pixel coordinates and real world coordinates. The
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color ranges block is the upper and lower bounds of each component in a given color space up
to eight colors of interest. The UAVision library also contains algorithms for self-calibration
of most parameters described above. The color coded object detection is composed of four
sub-modules, the look-up table, scan lines, run length encoding and blob formation.
The look-up table (LUT) is an array replacing runtime computation with a simpler ar-
ray indexing operation, providing in this case fast color classification. After the images are
acquired in RGB, YUV or Bayer format are converted into an index image (image of labels)
using the look-up table for each of the three possibilities. The table consists of 16,777,216
entries (224 — 8 bits for each of the three components in a give color space). Each bit in each
component expresses if one of the colors of interest (white, green, blue, yellow, orange, red,
cyan, black or gray2) is within the corresponding class or not. To classify a pixel the value
of the color of the pixel is read and then used as an index into the table. The 8 bit value
returned from the table is the label. Image sub-sampling can be used at this stage to reduce
even more the processing time. Color classification is only applied to pixels outside of the
mask in case of an existing mask.
Scan lines (also known as search lines) are used to extract color information from the
image. Scan lines can be linear (horizontal or vertical), radial or circular. For each scan line
a run length encoding (RLE) algorithm is applied to obtain information whether a specific
color of interest is present or not. This is done iterating through every pixel of a scan line
determining how many runs a specific color occurs and where it occurs. Through this method
it is possible to know occurrences of a specific color and color transitions as well.
To perform color coded detection, the library is also able to detect regions in the image
with a specific color, called blobs. To construct these regions, the position where a specific
color occurs is attained from the scan lines, and a clustering is made based on the euclidean
distance. The blobs are validated according to some parametric and morphological features
such as bounding box, area, solidity, among others. The blobs also possess some description
such as center, area, width and height ratio, solidity, among others.
The last step performed is a decision if each color segmented belongs to an object of
interest or not.
A sample pipeline of this library is being used by the soccer robotic players of CAMBADA
team. In Figure 3.2 is depicted the pipeline used to detect balls, goal lines, field lines and
obstacles.
2gray meaning absence of color
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Figure 3.2: Pipeline of UAVision library to detect objects such as balls, goal lines, field lines
and obstacles.
In the application of the CAMBADA team, the objects of interest are the ball, field
lines, obstacles. After image acquisition, the original image is transformed into an image of
labels using the LUT previously built stored on the configuration file. The image of labels is
scanned using the appropriate scan line for the object. To detect the ball and the field lines
linear and circular scan lines are used while the obstacles only use radial lines. After scan
lines are formed, they are run length encoded looking for specific transitions of green to a
color of interest and to green again. Transitions green-white-green, green-orange-green and
green-black-green correspond respectively to field lines, ball and obstacles. Blobs are then
formed by merging adjacent run length codifications of the ball color. The blobs are then
inspected, and if the ratio between a blob’s area and the distance respect a certain function
experimentally determined along with its solidity and ratio between height and width, it is
labeled as a ball. After a blob has been validated as a ball, its center coordinates are passed
onto higher-level processes and shared on a real-time database (RTDB). The coordinates of
obstacles and line fields detected are also passed onto higher-level processes and shared on
the real-time database.
3.2 Modular Vision System
Modular programming is a software design emphasizing in separating the functionality of
a program into independent interchangeable modules, so that in each module is responsible
for a specific functionality and nothing more. This highly improves maintenance due to the
logical boundaries in each component.
In this thesis, a new vision system was developed based on the producer-consumer problem.
The producer-consumer problem is an example of a multi-process synchronization problem,
where two processes coexist and interact with each other.
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Figure 3.3: VisionCore UML sequence diagram. VisionCore provides methods that will use
the necessary UAVision objects. In this picture it is the main loop of vision where object
detection occurs. After objects are detected, the extracted information is placed onto the
Real-time Database, a resource where higher levels of processing will access to retrieve the
information.
The producer’s task is to generate data, place the data onto a buffer and start again.
The consumer will, at the same time, consume the data. The challenge consists in making
sure the producer won’t add data onto the buffer if it is full and that the consumer will not
remove data from an empty buffer. The key to solving this problem lies in synchronization
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between the producer and consumer. Whenever the producer produces data it will notify the
consumer, and will sleep when it has filled up the buffer. The consumer will consume data
and notify the producer it can generate more data, sleeping whenever it has no more data to
consume. Based on the producer-consumer problme and taking into consideration modularity,
threads, three main modules were created, the VisionCore module, the VisionServer module
and the VisionDebug module.
The core of the vision system is to perform object detection, to detect the ball, the field
lines and the obstacles, hence the VisionCore was created with the sole responsibility to
acquire images, process them, detect the objects of interest and give to the higher levels of
processing the required information. VisionCore will use the UAVision library to handle the
object detection as represented in Figure 3.3.
Creating a specific object to handle the calls and instantiations of the UAVision library
provides a layer of abstraction and allows to define permissions on the variables instantiated
for object detection. It is also easier to see what task is accomplished at each stage and what
variables are being used, having general methods such as acquisition, indexing, update scan
lines, etc., the use of each variable becomes well defined as well as its scope.
Acquisition does not need any input and will output the raw image obtained from the
camera, indexing requires the raw image and outputs an image of labels, updating scan lines
requires the image of labels and outputs the new scan lines, encoding the scan lines using
the run length encoding algorithm requires the scan lines and will output encoded scan lines,
blob creation requires the encoded scan lines to output the blobs. If by some reason access
to one of these variables is needed, the VisionCore object provides getters to these variables.
The inputs and outputs of every stage cannot be subject to modification by other processes
and so getters (methods to access attributes) that perform deep copies were implemented.
Deep copies is a type of object copy, copying not the references of arrays and pointers, but
the contents of arrays and the objects pointers copy to, preventing objects to read and write
on the same memory block.
Calling a getter can cause inconsistency, for instance if acquisition is being executed and
a call to image clone is attempted, the returned image can be a mixture of the new image
and the old image due to racing conditions. Since the input and output of every stage is
critical data, the access to the data has to be controlled. The control of critical areas is done
with mutexes, a way of ensuring the access to the variables is mutually exclusive, meaning
that no two concurrent processes access the critical section at the same time. For every stage
will exist a mutex, at the beginning of the stage the mutex is locked denying access to the
critical section for the respective stage and the end the mutex is unlocked allowing access to
the critical section by other processes or methods. If some other process attempts to lock
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the same mutex it will block until the mutex is unlocked. Getters will lock the mutex before
copying data and unlock the mutex after copying, thus ensuring the data stays reliable. This
may cause some delay in one of the processes, as one process will block if access to a critical
section is attempted at the same time and will only resume after grabbing hold of the mutex.
Figure 3.4 depicts this effect.
Figure 3.4: At T1 process A attempts to enter the critical section with success. At T2 while
process A is in the critical section, process B attempts to enter critical section with no success
thus becoming blocked. At T3 process A exits the critical section and so B awakes and enters
critical section. At T4 process B exits the critical section. Process B was effectively delayed
by T3 − T4 while waiting to enter the critical section.
It is only after the vision detected objects of interest that the higher levels of processing can
make decisions and act accordingly. In fact the vision is responsible for signaling the higher
levels of processing that it has finished processing a new frame, for this reason, it doesn’t make
sense to have more than one process access the camera and signaling the new information so
the VisionCore is a singleton pattern, meaning that only one instance of VisionCore will be
created. Figure 3.5 shows the attributes and methods of VisionCore Object, responsible for
the main function of the vision system, acquiring images from the camera, detect the objects
of interest and extracting their position. For calibration of the vision system parameters,
visualization of the processing and other functions, VisionCore defines controlled access to
it’s variables, so that other processes can perform other functions without jeopardizing the
object detection.
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Figure 3.5: UML class diagram of the VisionCore object attributes. On the left the attributes
and on the right the methods.
3.3 Concurrent Programming
To perform other functions required in the vision system such as parameters calibration, or
data visualization for debugging purposes, or some others task, concurrent programming will
be used. Unlike sequential programming, where a single stream of operations exist and each
operation must complete before another can start, concurrent programming allows several op-
erations to be executed simultaneously, progressing without waiting for all other computations
to complete. Each stream of operations with the ability to run in overlapping periods as other
operations is called a thread. Single-threaded programs are programs where every operation
is done sequentially. Multi-threaded programs are programs where operations can run in its
various threads and are interleaved in an unpredictable order. The fact that operations don’t
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have an order, can cause inconsistency due to racing conditions as discussed in the previous
section, therefore some sort of explicit synchronization is needed to guarantee data reliabil-
ity. The operations in each stream are strictly ordered as it would be in a single-threaded
program, but the interleaving of operations from a collection of threads is undetermined, so
synchronization only needs to occur when accessing shared resources or data called critical
sections or critical regions. Several ways of protecting a critical section exist.
Guaranteeing the atomicity of an entire access/modify/store cycle for updating shared
variables is one way of protecting a critical section, meaning that a set of operations will be
executed as if a single operation. However this can lead to high delays while executing an
atomic operation because all other threads except the one in the critical section must stop
for the duration of the critical section.
Another way of preventing interference in concurrent programs is locking data objects, for
instance with mutexes, a concept discussed on the previous section. Locks are designed to a
enforce mutual exclusion concurrency policy, meaning that no two concurrent processes access
the critical section at the same time. Mutexes can bring deadlock scenarios, a situation where
two tasks wait for a lock that the other holds and if neither does let’s go of the lock, the two
tasks will forever wait. The more locks are used in synchronization the more overhead will
exist, more memory space will be allocated for locks, the more processing time will be used to
initialize, destroy lock, acquire and release locks. The less locks used in synchronization the
more processes will block waiting to grab hold of locks (lock contention). A trade-off occurs
between lock overhead and lock contention, decreasing overhead increases the contention
while decreasing the contention will increase the overhead, so lock granularity (amount of
data protected by each lock) must be considered.
Another way of synchronization is semaphores. A semaphore controls access to shared
resources by multiple processes in a multi-threaded environment. Semaphores will keep a
record on how many processes can access a shared resource and how many are accessing.
Depending on the type of operation the semaphore can adjust the record. Semaphores that
allow a resource to be accessed by more than one process are called counting semaphores,
while semaphores that allow access to a shared resource one process at a time are called binary
semaphores. Locks can be seen as binary semaphores for instance. The difference between
semaphores and mutexes are ownership, priority and safe deletion. Semaphores don’t possess
the concept of an owner, meaning any process can unlock a semaphore, mutexes on the other
hand are owned by a process, only the process that locked the mutex can unlock it. Mutexes
provide priority inversion safety, knowing the current owner of the lock, it is possible to
promote the priority of a mutex owner whenever a higher priority task starts waiting for the
mutex. Mutexes provide deletion safety, a process that locked a mutex cannot be accidentally
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deleted, while a process that the semaphore registered as accessing a resource can.
The CAMBADA project uses the POSIX pthread API. The library offers a set of C
programming language types, functions and constants. It offers thread management (creating,
joining, termination, etc.), mutexes, condition variables and synchronization. Pthread mutexes
are variables that can be set to locked or to unlocked. The threads work by calling the function
pthread create receiving as parameters a pointer to a thread identifier (to be modified), the
function with a specific signature to be executed in parallel and a pointer to a structure that
can be passed onto the running thread. The main problem with this implementation is that
it isn’t object oriented and no methods of an object can be passed as the function to be
executed, since every non-static object method possesses a hidden this parameter passed in
and the signature of the function is ”void* <function name> (void*)”. Another problem can
be set up of threads information. Every thread will have to possess it’s own structure to
receive initial set up and another structure to retrieve information processed.
In order to make threads easier to setup, retrieve data and even to declare an object
as a thread, the PThreadObject was developed. The object is an abstract class, forcing the
derived classes to implement a ”run” method which will contain the stream of operations to
be executed in parallel. As attributes the object contains the thread thread identifier used
by pthreads to refer to another thread, the thread id , to have a way of differentiating from
running threads by applications, a running and ending flag respectively end and running -
and a static counter to initialize the thread id . Methods exist to start the thread execution,
to signal its ending, to check if it is running and to join with another running thread, all
respectively corresponding to start, end, isRunning and join. This object is nothing more
than a wrapper of the pthread thread management library of the POSIX API. The way the
thread launches a new thread is by passing onto pthread function pthread create the static
private method runPThread which has no hidden parameter and complies with the required
signature. This static method in turn will call through the run method which is mandatory
to be implemented in the base class. Base classes can then have their own attributes and
methods defined thus simplifying the initialization of thread information and retrieval as well.
Figure 3.6 shows the UML class diagram of the PThreadObject.
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Figure 3.6: UML class diagram of the PThreadObject object.
3.4 Visual debug
For visual debugging the information being processed and the several stages of the vision
system a VisionDebug class was developed. This object will run on its own thread, requesting
the required information from VisionCore using the provided getters. Since VisionDebug its
a thread it will extend the PThreadObject. The flow of operations on the visual debug class is
very simple, request an instance of the VisionCore (done without any input since VisionCore
is a singleton), copy the raw image from the camera and the image of labels from the core,
paint a copy of the raw image according to the image of labels, draw debug information such as
blobs, detected field lines, wait until user inputs some sort of command or thirty milliseconds,
whichever comes first, and display the image. The user can control what kind of image it
needs to see, either the raw image, a representation of the image of labels or the field as
interpreted by the vision system each respectively corresponding to RGB, SEGMENTATION
or FIELD, an enumerated value from the inner enumerated type DisplayMode. The user can
also freeze the image, display visual debug such as all the detected blobs and lines. The
debug information is displayed using OpenCV native displays. Figure 3.7 shows the various
images available for display with the VisionDebug module and Figure 3.8 shows the UML
class diagram of the VisionDebug object as well as its base class and inner enumeration
DisplayMode.
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Figure 3.7: Debug images available to display using the VisualDebug module. The top left
image is the RGB correspondent image obtained from the camera. The top right image is the
segmented image, a representation of the image of labels where each label is painted with the
correspondent color. The bottom left image is the RGB image with visual debug information
on top, displaying the field lines detection as well as the balls. The bottom right image is the
field image, a visualization of how the field is perceived by the robot.
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Figure 3.8: UML class diagram of the VisionDebug object along with it’s inner private enu-
meration DisplayMode.
3.5 Server
The last module developed to work parallel to in parallel with the vision core was a
server application, the VisionServer. The VisionServer will provide communication to a
client application through the network with a well defined application protocol, allowing
the definition of the vision system parameters as well as real-time data visualization. The
server will support multiple client handling, each on its own thread requesting data from
the vision core as needed. The server will use the library discussed in chapter 2 to handle
communications and will also inherit the PThreadObject discussed in section 3.3.
The server like the visual debug thread does not require a lot of setup, allowing the user
to optionally define a port number and a maximum back log. When executed the run method
will instantiate a ServerSocket and wait for connections. Upon receiving a connection, the
server will instantiate a ClientHandler object to handle the client requests. The server will
keep track of all child processes, and as child process become terminated, it will perform a
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join action and release the allocated memory.
The ClientHandler object is an inner class of the VisionServer and much like the server
it also inherits the PThreadObject, so that the handling of remote clients is parallel. The
client handler will receive the connected socket from the server upon initialization, request
the instance of the vision core, and when needed request data from the core. Figure 3.9 shows
the UML diagram of the VisionServer object and its inner class ClientHandler.
Figure 3.9: UML class diagram of the VisionServer object and its inner class ClientHandler.
Both objects are derived classes of PThreadObject.
The application protocol used by the client handler is portable as long as the protocol is
respected. Each request is done through tokens, a specific string. For simplicity purposes an
enumerated type, TCPToken, was developed for simplicity reasons to represent the tokens
as enumerated values along with two functions, one for converting an enumerated value into
a string and another to convert from string to an enumerated value. The conversion from
an enumerated value into a string is rather efficient, being a simple switch..case it has a
time complexity of O(1) for n tokens. Converting from strings to an enumerated value can
be rather complex, one solution was to have a cascade of if..else if..else which would cause
a time complexity in the worst case of O(n) for n tokens. To improve this, a static hash
map was created and populated at the beginning of program execution, keys being the string
representation of an enumerated value, and the values being the enumerated values. This
causes a constant time complexity of O(1) at the cost of some memory.
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Figure 3.10: Application protocol between the VisionServer and the remote configuration
application.
After a request is sent to the server, the server will request the data from vision core or
the configuration file and reply with the answer. To request an image, first an image type
must be set, either the image retrieved from the camera or the image of labels can be set
with the respective string token, VT RGB IMAGE or VT INDEX IMAGE. Afterwards the
number of image rows, number of image columns and number of image channels should be
requested using respectively the string tokens VT IMAGE ROWS, VT IMAGE COLS, VT -
IMAGE CHANNELS. Each will be replied with a 32 bit representing the number requested.
Afterwards images can be requested with the string token VT IMAGE being replied with
4 bytes with image size and image bytes following after. After setting the image type, all
following image requests will be of that type and its size will not change over time. Figure 3.10
shows an example of image requests between client and server.
Other requests involve parameters regarding the configuration file provided by the UAVi-
sion library used by the vision system such as color ranges, camera settings, mask among
others. The protocol is much the same as before, a request is done and a reply with the
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answer is done. In chapter 4 a client application that interacts with this server is presented
as proof of concept.
3.6 Final remarks
The modular vision system delegates specific responsibilities to specific objects easing
code maintenance and upgrade. It also allows for future upgrades and extensions without
the need to change the existing code, but rather interacting with it. The vision core will use
the UAVision library to acquire images from the camera, extract the objects of interest along
with their position. The vision debug interacts with vision core to display visual data as it is
processed. The server will help configure parameters and remote calibrate the vision system
accepting remote connections and launching a new thread to handle each client. Figure 3.11
displays the several entities of the vision system along with their relationships.
Figure 3.11: Relationship between the main vision components/tools.
Performance wise, the detection of objects processing time is the same as it was without
the modularity since the stages and the algorithms were not modified, each cycle of vision
processing remains at twelve to thirteen milliseconds. The only difference is the possible delay
caused by the synchronization needed in the multi-threaded environment, however, this delay
will rarely jeopardize the vision system processing time, at most being delayed by the time
it takes to copy an image of 1024× 1024 pixels. Table 3.1 shows the execution times for this
vision system.
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Operation Time (ms)
Acquisition 1
Image of labels creation 1
Scan line update 1
Run Length Encoding 4
Blob Creation 2
Data Validation 3
Total 12
Table 3.1: The execution time of each operation in the vision system. The times were
measured in the computers of the robots in the CAMBADA team.
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Chapter 4
Remote vision viewer
Just like every robot needs actuators to act in the world, every server needs a client to
be useful. In this chapter it will be presented the Remote Vision Viewer, a client application
to interact with the server module developed and presented in the previous chapter. The
application possesses a graphical user interface (GUI) made in Qt4. The Qt4 choice was
pretty straight forward, since most of the graphical tools in the CAMBADA project are
already made using the Qt GUI framework, it didn’t make sense to use another framework
like GTK among others. Qt was developed by the Norwegian company Trolltech and is
currently being kept by the Finish company Digia. One of the best things about the Qt
library is that it possesses a lot of documentation with many examples and a big community.
Qt is a cross-platform application framework widely used for developing application soft-
ware with a graphical user interface (GUI). Qt uses standard C++ with a Meta Object
Compiler (MOC) and several macro extending the C++ language. Along with providing
methods for creating a graphical user interface, the Qt framework provides several utilities to
complement the standard C++ library with library modules for graphics, data and network-
ing (mentioned in chapter 2), processes and threads, multimedia, peripheral devices. Objects
in Qt always start with the letter Q so its objects don’t conflict with other libraries, exam-
ple of objects are QString, QTcpSocket, QThread, QMutex, QCommandLineParser, QImage,
QXmlQuery, among others.
4.1 Qt signals and slots paradigm
Qt introduces a different paradigm that diverges from most libraries, instead of using a
callback mechanism, Qt uses a signal slot mechanism. Signals and slots are used for commu-
nication between objects, centralizing features of Qt. In GUI programming when a widget1
1Element of interaction in a graphical user interface such as a button or a scroll bar.
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changes, generally speaking, other widgets will require to be notified so they can update their
status. Imagine for instance a spin box and a text box. The text box contains the current
value of a counter while the spin box allows to decrement or increment the counter value.
When the user interacts with the spin box the counter will change, either increasing or de-
creasing its value, and the text box should be notified to update the value it is displaying.
Generally speaking objects should be able to communicate with one another.
Older toolkits achieve this communication using a callback mechanism. A callback is a
piece of executable code that is passed as an argument to other code, which is expected to call
back (execute) the argument at some convenient time. Figure 4.1 depicts how the callback
mechanism works. Using the counter with the text box and the spin box example to illustrate
the callback mechanism, a callback function is first defined to update the text box with the
correct value of the counter, being afterwards registered on the spin box to be executed when
the spin box changes. The problem with callbacks is that they’re not type-safe, meaning that
the callback function may be executed with incorrect arguments, and callbacks are strongly
coupled to the processing function since the processing function must know which callback to
call.
Figure 4.1: Illustration of how the callback mechanism works. The callback function is passed
as a parameter to the library, and the library is expected at some point in it’s execution to
execute the callback function.
In Qt a signal slot mechanism is used instead of the callback mechanism. A signal is
emitted when a particular event occurs and a slot is a function that is called in response to
a particular signal. Qt widgets possess many predefined signals and slots, and subclassing
a widget allows the programmer to add its own signals and slots. The cardinality between
signals and slots is loose, i.e., a signal can be connected to none, one or multiple slots.
Likewise a slot can be connected to none, one or multiple signals. If a connection exists, it
always originates from the signal, but doesn’t need to end in a slot, a signal can be connected
to another signal, in which case the end signal will be emitted being. Besides being the
endpoint for a signal, a slot is also a method of the object, meaning it can be invoked just
like any other normal method. In order for a class to contain signals and slots, it must inherit
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from QObject or one of its subclasses.
Signals are emitted from objects when they change their state in a way that may be worth
notifying other objects. All the object does to communicate with other objects is emitting a
signal. The object has no information whether the signal it emits is being received or not and
it doesn’t concern. This is the information encapsulation provided by Qt, ensuring that the
objects can be used as software components. Figure ?? depicts how the signal slot mechanism
works. Following the counter with the text box and the spin box example using the signal
slot mechanism, the spin box only needs a signal to be emitted when it changes. The signal
will be connected to a slot in the text box, a slot that will update the value of the text
box. When the spin box is changed, it will emit a signal that will call the slot of the text
box thus updating its value. Signals and slots are type safe unlike the callback mechanism.
The signature of a signal must match the signature of the receiving slot. A slot can even
possess a shorter signature than the signal ignoring any extra arguments. Since signatures
are compatible, type mismatches can be detected at compile time instead of just run-time.
Signal and slots can take any number of arguments of any type, being completely type safe.
Figure 4.2: Illustration of signals and slots mechanism and their cardinality. When signal1
of Object1 is emitted, both slots of Object2 will be executed in an unspecified order. When
either signal2 of Object1 or signal1 of Object3 are emitted slot1 of Object4 will be executed.
When singal2 of Object3 is emitted, slot3 of Object4 will be executed. Signal1 of Object2 is
emitted, no slot will be called but no error will be given as well. Slot2 of Object4 and slot1
of Object3 are not linked to any signal but can still be called as any other method.
To connect signals and slots Qt provides a connect function, receiving four parameters,
the first two being an object and the signal belonging to that object, and the other two an
object and a signal or slot also belonging to that object. To disconnecting connections a
similar disconnect function is provided as well as a general disconnect function to disconnect
all signals from all slots. The signal slot mechanism is implemented using the extended C++
language provided by Qt with macros. The preprocessor will change and remove signals and
slots emitting keywords in their place so that the compiler is presented with standard C++.
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By running the meta-object compiler (MOC) on class definitions containing signals and slots,
a C++ source file is produced that needs to be compiled and linked with the other objects.
Qmake is a tool to automatically invoke the meta-object compiler and generate the C++
source files.
Only the object or a derived object at which the signals are declared can emit the signal, so
signals are protected functions. Slots connected to a signal are executed immediately at signal
emission, just like a normal function call. Code execution will continue once all slots have
finished executing. Slot execution can be made after code execution using queued connections.
In the event of a signal being connected to more than one slot, the slot execution ordered is
determined by the connection order. A signal can only be declared, their implementation is
generated by the meta-object compiler and the return type must always be void, signals do
not return anything.
Slots are normal C++ functions, and so can be called at will as they normally would, with
the only special feature of being able to connect signals to a slot. They follow the normal
C++ rules when called directly, however a slot is always public being able to be called by any
component regardless of its access level via a signal-slot connection. Like methods, slots may
not contain an implementation, in which case they should be declared as virtual and a derived
class will be force to either implement it or pass it onto another derived class. Compared
to callbacks though, signals and slots are slightly slower because of the increased flexibility
they provide. As a rule of thumb, a signal connected to slots is ten times slower than calling
the slots directly due to the overhead required to locate the connection object. To safely
iterate over all connections, i.e., checking that receivers have not been destroyed during a
signal emission. The overhead however is much less than a new or a delete operation.
The meta-object system provides inter-object communication, run-time type information
and dynamic property system with the signals and slots mechanism based on the QObject class
(provides a base class for object that can take advantage of the meta-object system), The
Q OBJECT macro declaration (enables meta-object features such as dynamic properties,
signals and slots) and the meta-object compiler (supplies each QObject subclass with the
necessary code to implement meta-object features). The meta-object compiler will parse the
class declarations in a C++ file and generate C++ code that will initialize the meta-object
containing the names of all signals and slot members as well as pointers to these functions.
The meta-object also contains additional information such as the object’s class name and the
check of object inheritance of a specific class.
Besides the callback mechanism and the signal slot mechanism several others implemen-
tations exist. For instance the events and delegations used in C# which is similar to the
signal slot mechanism where events play the role of signals and delegations the role of slots
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with a different language and syntax, although a delegate can be a local variable much like a
function pointer, while a lost in Qt must be a class member declared as such.
4.2 Graphical user interface
The graphical user interface is composed by three main widgets, a scroll area and two
tool bars. The scroll area occupies the greatest area of the window and it will display frames
from one of the provided feeds. The scroll area also allows the user to navigate vertically
and horizontally on the image in case it is too big to display. The tool bars display icons
allowing fast access to the dialogs that will help configure or obtain information about the
vision system. The first tool bar will contain icons to start a feed and to configure the system.
The second tool bar allows the user to control the displayed image providing zoom functions
and fit window features. Along with the tool bars to access information, a set of menus is
also made available, replicating the functions of the tool bars as well as some more advanced
features not present in the tool bars. Figure 4.3 shows the main window with a live feed and
the tool bars.
Figure 4.3: Main Window of the user interface. The window area is mostly occupied with the
image from the vision system. While viewing the image, the user also has full access to the
icons at all times.
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The first tool bar contains icons to open a video feed. The video feed can be from a remote
vision system (for instance the server module presented in chapter 3), from a local camera
such as a USB camera, Ethernet camera, any camera locally connected to the computer or
from a video file. It also provides the user control of the video stream, the user can request
frames at a specified frame rate or it can request frame by frame. Beside the original frame,
the user can also view the representation of the corresponding image of labels, a painted
image, where each pixel is painted as it was labeled. Icons for configuring the color ranges,
the camera settings, mask settings and map settings are also available to the user. Each of
these icons will open a dialog helping the user configure the system as it pleases. The second
tool bar only contains icons to adjust the image size with functions as fit window to image,
zoom in, zoom out, original size and frame rate. Each tool bar can be moved around and
stay floating outside the application window. Figure 4.4 shows the tool bars along with each
icon function.
Figure 4.4: Tool bars available to the user along with a small description of each icon.
Menus are also available to the user, replicating the functions already present in the tool
bars as well as some other functions. Besides each item in the menu is a shortcut that the user
can use to become more proficient with the application. The file menu provides setup of feeds
and saving configuration files. The user can save a configuration file locally or upload a new
configuration file to the remote vision system. The edit menu provides access to the dialogs
that will configure the vision system, such as configuring color ranges, camera parameters,
mask settings and map settings. The View menu is a replication of the second tool bar
allowing the user to control the image size and zoom level. Figure 4.5 shows the menu items.
The dialogs presented to the user not only allow the user to retrieve information from the
vision system and configure it, but provide more information to the user. The color settings
dialog allows the configuration of color ranges for each color, providing the user to configure
up eight colors, white, black, green, orange, blue, yellow, cyan and magenta.
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Figure 4.5: The menus available to the user. The menus add additional functionality as well
as replicating the icons features, presenting the user with the shortcuts so overtime the user
can become more productive.
The color settings dialog provides the user with a histogram of the selected color facili-
tating the user task to select ranges for each of the components. The color space used is the
Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV), in which a color is defined by the three components hue, sat-
uration and value. HSV is represented as a cylinder, hue corresponding to the angle around
the central vertical axis, saturation the distance from the vertical axis to the edge of the
cylinder and the value the height of the cylinder. Hue represents the color in a 360 degrees,
the 0 degrees represent the red color, passing through green at 120 degrees and blue at 240
degrees, ending in red again at 360 degrees. Saturation is also referred to as purity of the
color. The less saturation the more grayish the color will be and the more saturated a color
is the more pure the color will be. Its usually represented as a percentage. The value defines
the brightness of the color, also represented by a percentage. Figure 4.6 shows the dialog
presented to the user to view the color ranges.
The camera settings dialog is composed of two tabs. The first allows the user to configure
parameters such as brightness, contrast, exposure, gain, hue, saturation and white balance.
The second allows the user to define the region of interest of the camera sensor. Brightness
is a discreet measurement that indicates the distinction in luminance from the darkest area
of a picture to the lightest area of the picture.
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Figure 4.6: The dialog to configure and preview the color ranges. A histogram for each
component of the HSV color space is given to the user for extra information.
Contrast indicates the discreet difference in tones from white to gray to black (or the light-
est to the darkest tone) within a given photographic image. Exposure value is an expression
of all the possible shutter speed, film/image sensor sensitivity and aperture value combina-
tions to acquire the same exposure. Gain is the conversion factor from electrons into digital
counts, i.e., the number of electrons that get converted into a digital number. The idea is to
convert charge from the sensor for any given pixel into a number that fits into a digital pixel
value. Hue is the intensity of the colors. Saturation refers to the actual amount or strength of
color that is apparent in a photograph. White Balance is the process of calibrating a digital
camera to the appropriate color temperature of the dominant light source in a given scene.
The incorrect white balance can give the white areas a blueish or a reddish tone.
The second tab allows the user to define the region of interest of the camera sensor. The
light that enter into a digital camera passes through a lens, an aperture, a bayer color filter
array until it hits into a CCD array. This array is responsible for converting the light into
digital information. A region of interest allows to define a region of the sensor that will not
be processed, thus minimizing the acquisition of a frame or a photo. Figure 4.7 illustrates
the two tabs of the camera settings dialog.
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Figure 4.7: The dialog to configure and view the current settings of the camera.
The user interface abides by the heuristics defined by Jakob Nielsen. Jakob Nielsen defined
ten general principles for interaction design: Visibility of status, Match between system and
real world, user control freedom, consistency and standards, error prevention, recognition
rather than recall, flexibility and efficiency of use, aesthetic and minimalistic design, help
users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors, help and documentation [11].
Visibility of status means that the system should keep users informed about the status of
the application. This is done through a status bar at the bottom of the main window. When
the user attempts to connect to a remote vision system for instance, the satus bar will show
what host it is trying to connect and when it is connected.
Matching between the system and real world is the use of words that user can understand
and is familiar with. The application uses terms that a vision afficionado should understand.
This application is not for the everyday user but rather to users who are capable of building
and configuring a vision system.
User control and freedom states that each function should possess a quick exit in case the
users choose by mistake a function. Each dialog will not have effect until an Apply button or
an OK button is pressed, and in desire of cancelling the modifications, each dialog possesses
a Cancel button, to quickly discard modifications.
Consistency and standards is the simple use of the same words for the same meaning, so
the user does not get confused unnecessarily. This is accomplished with the reuse of words.
Error prevention is the ability to prevent the user from commiting errors. This is done
through the disabilitation of certain buttons and actions in accordance to the status of the
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application. For instance if no feed is selected, no settings dialog can be displayed. Also when
connecting to a remote vision system, the dialog only allows numbers on the port number
and if an IP is being given, the ip address must match a regular expression so only valid IP
addresses can be typed.
Recognition rather than recall means to minimize the user’s memory by making objects,
actions and options visible. The icons are available at all times to the user with icons appealing
to its actions as depicted in Figure 4.4.
Flexibility and efficiency of use is the option to make the user accelerate its flow of oper-
ations. This is achieved by providing shortcuts to the major of the options. The shortcuts
can be visible in the menus as seen in Figure 4.5. By providing the user with shortcuts, as
the user becomes more familiar with the application, more proficient he becomes.
Aesthetic and minimalist design states that irrelevant information should not compete for
the user’s attention. The main window of the application is minimal with icons to access the
information and the major areas of the dialogues is filled with information that the user will
always need such as the histograms and the values of the camera parameters.
Helping users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors is simply the ability to not show
the user error codes, but rather give them an explanation as to why the error occurred. An
example of such error in this application is the connection to the remote vision system. If
a connection was not possible the error provided states that the vision system might not be
running or a connection was not possible due to network errors.
Help and documentation, providing the user with a manual on how to use the tool is the
only failure in the heuristics, however the tool can be used without a manual since it is highly
intuitive and self-explanatory.
4.3 Application Modules
Using the signal slot mechanism to communicate between objects, a module was developed
to handle different feeds of video. Three feeds are available to the user, a feed through the
network by connecting to the server module of the vision system, a feed through a local
camera and a feed from a video file. Each of these modules share common features, such as
providing images and other information relevant to the application, therefore a base object
can be extracted. This abstract object will be the base for every type of feed, creating a
layer of abstraction from the feed type. The ResourceProvider is an abstract QObject that
possesses signals and slots, that will be inherited by the derived objects. The resource provider
possesses two slots and one signal directly corresponding to on request frame(), on close feed()
and new frame(QImage). The slot implementation is left to the derived classes.
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The NetworkResourceProvider is a derived QObject from the ResourceProvider QObject to
interact with the server module of the vision system. The NetworkResourceProvider possesses
a queue to know what requests it needs to make to the server. The queue needs to be thread
safe therefore a mutex is used to ensure that the removal and addition of a request is mutually
exclusive. Every cycle, a request is retrieved from the queue and made to the server, the server
responds with the requested information and a signal is emitted with the newly obtained
information. Slots are used to add new requests to the queue.
The FileResourceProvider is another derived QObject from the ResourceProvider QObject.
Instead of retrieving information from the server, it will obtain frames from a local video. Slots
and signals are also used to request information, but instead of performing a request to the
server, a new frame is retrieved from the video file and a signal with the new frame is emitted.
Figure 4.8 shows a UML representation of the resource providers, their signals and slots.
Figure 4.8: UML diagram of the QObject ResourceProvider and the NetworkResource-
Provider. The signals and slots in the ResourceProvider object are inherited by the Net-
workResourceProvider and by the FileResourceProvider.
The main window possesses signals and slots to communicate with the resource provider,
when a new frame is needed, it will emit a request frame() signal that will be connected to
the on request frame() slot of the ResourceProvider. When the ResourceProvider obtains a
new frame, it will emit the new frame(QImage) connected to the slot on new frame(Qimage)
of the main window object, thus getting a new frame. If a new object also needs to receive
the new information, the signal can be connected to more than one slot. The color settings
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dialog for instance, also possesses a slot to be connected to the signal of new frame. When
the signal is emitted it will call the slot of the main window as well as the slot of the color
settings dialog. This is the way of how Qt objects should communicate, with the signals and
slots mechanism. Figure 4.9 illustrates this communication along with the propagation of
information to another objects.
Figure 4.9: Connections of the signals and slots of the main window and the resource provider.
The signal responsible to give the new image is connected to slots in the main window as
well as in the color settings dialog so that the information can be propagated. The resource
provider will perform polymorphic calls, so the way the image is obtained is irrelevant to the
object in need of the image.
4.4 Final remarks
The remote vision viewer application use of signals and slots provided by the Qt framework
creates a layer of abstraction from the video feed, allowing the detachment and attachment
of new feeds as needed. It also allows for easy code maintenance and separation of roles.
The resource provider will provide the video feed and the main window is only responsible
for interacting with the user, displaying information and obtaining commands from the user.
Each dialog can possess the same slots as the main window to allow a clean way of information
propagation.
The user interface is highly user friendly with a shallow learning curve due to the intu-
itive icons, intelligent information display and minimalistic design. The look and feel of the
application is consistent with many other applications existent on the market, tool bars at
the top and a big area of display for the main widget is almost a template in todays world.
Applications such as google office, draw.io, Photoshop, Eclipse, visual studio all use tool bars
at the top of the application to facilitate user access to common features of the application
replicating the same features in menus as well as providing the user with more advanced
features.
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Chapter 5
Programming Guidelines
Communication is one of the most important component within any project, and when it
comes to programming, every programmer has its own style and way of using a programming
language features. Code legibility is a great way of communication between programmers and
starts with achieving a uniform style guide. C++ is a powerful language with many powerful
features, but this power brings with it complexity that can make code more bug-prone and
harder to read and maintain. Google wrote a style guide for programming in C++ to manage
the complexity brought by different ways of programming, describing the dos and don’ts of
writing C++ code. During my thesis, I followed this code with some modifications due to the
past of the CAMBADA project which will be presented in this chapter. These rules will keep
the code manageable while still allowing the use of C++ language features productively [12].
Consistency is the first step to achieve a uniform code and legible. The importance of
looking through code written by another programmer and understand it without having to
talk to the programmer is essential, and in many cases the original programmer may not even
be available.
5.1 Naming conventions
One of the most important rules for consistency is naming thing. Style naming will give
immediate information on the entity whether a type, a variable, a function, a constant, a
macro, etc., without requiring the programmer to search for the entity declaration. Naming
should also be descriptive, giving the programmer an idea for purpose of the entity.
C++ possess several extensions for their files. Header file extensions can end in hpp, h,
h++, hh among some others and implementation files can end in cpp, c, cc, cxx among some
others. In CAMBADA all header files should end in h and implementation files with .cpp.
This is to comply with existing code.
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File naming should be in upper camel case while directory naming should be in lower
camel case. Camel case is a naming convention in which a name formed by multiple word are
joined together as a single word with the first letter of each word in upper case and the rest
in lower case. Camel case is commonly associated with lower camel case, in which the first
letter of the junction of words is in lower case but can also refer to upper camel case in which
the first letter of the first word is also in upper case, for example, the join of the word this
is an example in lower camel case would become thisIsAnExample and in upper camel case
would become ThisIsAnExample.
To prevent multiple inclusion all header files should possess header guards. The symbol
format is based on the folder hierarchy of the full path in a project’s source tree. Listing 5.1
shows an example of header guards.
#i f n d e f CAMBADA UTIL PTHREADOBJECT H
#de f i n e CAMBADA UTIL PTHREADOBJECT H
. . . .
#end i f
Listing 5.1: Example of header guards of the file PThreadObject locate in cambada/src/util
folder tree of the CAMBADA project.
Namespaces are useful to prevent name collisions in the global scope by subdividing the
global scope into distinct named scopes. Naming the namespace should be based in the
project name and their path. A namespace should wrap the entire source file after includes
and forward declarations from other namespaces. The closing brackets of a namespace should
be followed by a comment with the respective namespace. Code inside a namespace is indented
at the same level as the namespace. Do not use using-directives to make all names from a
namespace available and prefer the use of using-directives in single names of a namespace.
View listing 5.2 for an appropriate use of a using-directive. Aliasing namespaces are forbidden
in header files as this will make the alias visible to anyone who includes the file, but in
implementation files the aliasing of a namespace is allowed anywhere. Declaring anything
in the std namespace is strictly forbidden as this causes undefined behavior. Even forward
declarations of standard library classes.
// Forbidden as t h i s p o l l u t e s the namespace .
us ing namespace foo ;
// Allowed and appropr ia t e − should be i n s i d e a c l a s s , f unc t i on or methods when
// in header f i l e s
us ing foo : : bar ;
Listing 5.2: Appropriate use of a using-directive.
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Variable names should be in lowercase with optional underscores between words. Class
member variables must possess an underscore at the end. Struct variables should be named
like regular variables without the trailing underscores present in the class member variables.
Global variables should be preceded by a g to differentiate from local variables. Compile
time constants should start with a lower case k followed by upper camel case.
Type names should be in upper camel casing. All types have the same naming convention
(classes, structs, typedefs and enums).
Functions and methods should be in upper camel case. Getters should match the variable
name and setters should also match the variable name but preceded with a set .
Enumerated values should be in upper case.
5.2 Classes
Exceptions are not used in the CAMBADA project. Exceptions are present in most
modern languages such as Java, C++, Python, etc. and are the only way for a constructor
to signal it failed and are further more a clean way of higher levels of an application to decide
how to handle failures in deeply nested functions, however the code in CAMBADA started
without exceptions and introducing exceptions will have implications through the entire code.
Because most existing C++ code in CAMBADA is not prepared to deal with exceptions, error
codes are used instead.
Avoid doing operations in constructor that may fail. Due to the use of error codes instead
of exceptions, constructors have no way of signaling the failure, therefore constructors should
be used to initialize the object attributes and not much. If a class needs to be setup a method
such as init or setup should be made available which will have to ability to return an error
code or a boolean to signal failure.
Copy constructors and assign operators should be declared private or be implemented. If
these are left by default, the compiler will generate automatic copy constructor and assign
operators which will lead to shallow object copies, and lead to error-prone code. In case a
class has no need for copy constructors or assign operators a dummy declaration without
implementation will suffice, thus giving a link error when compiling.
Structs should be used only for objects that possess data and no behavior. Behavior of
structs should be restricted to initialization, reset or validation.
Operator overloading should be very rare, instead of overloading the + operator for in-
stance, a method named concatenate or add should be created. This will make the method
more descriptive and more intuitive while the operator can fool the programmer about its
functionality.
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Inheritance should be always made public. C++ allows for different types of inheritance
(private, protected and public), allowing to hide some members of the base class. Instead
of using private or protected inheritance to hide some features of the base class where this
can lead to bad use of the base class perhaps making the base class an attribute should be
considered.
C++ also allows for multiple inheritance. Multiple inheritance is highly discouraged as
this is not a clean and explicit solution. Multiple inheritance should only be used when
at most one of the base classes possesses an implementation. All other classes should be
interfaces, i.e., without any type of implementation, with only pure virtual methods. If a
class is an interface, consider placing an interface suffix on the name.
In classes methods should come first and only after attributes, public section first followed
by protected and ending in private section.
5.3 Documentation
Even better than consistency in code writing to understand code is documentation. Com-
ments are vital to keep code legible and understand what a specific function does, what inputs
does it need and what it is capable of.
Comments should be consistent, either with single line comments with // or with block
comments with /* */. A class definition should be accompanied by a description and a small
example on how to use it. Functions should be preceded by a description and how to use it.
Prefer descriptive comments instead of imperative documents (Opens the file instead of Open
the file). Descriptions should describe what operation the function will perform and not how
it will perform. To describe how a function will perform a task, comments inside the function
should be used. The description should also include the type of inputs it expects and the type
of outputs it will return. The description should also include the type of inputs it expects
and the type of outputs it will return as well as optional parameters.
For variables, the name of the variable should be enough to understand its purpose,
however a comment stating its lifetime and uses is also appreciated. Class attributes with
such a comment makes the code much more legible. Global variables should always possess
a comment stating where it is used and why. Temporary solutions or short-term solutions
should be marked with a FIXME or a TODO.
Each file should also be accompanied by its creator so that in case of more detailed
explanation is needed, the creator can be contacted for some clarification. If possible use
doxygen comments with the javadoc style.
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5.4 Final remarks
A good communication channel in projects can mean the failure and success of the project.
Good programming is not only about writing the best function of the world with the best
performance but also writing the function in a legible way. Code should be as simple as
possible to understand without relying on comments, however comments can never be replaced
by code alone, not matter how simple concise and clear your code may end up being.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis concerned and was tested in the field of robotics vision,
describing a modular vision system with three main modules, a front end for object detection,
a display of visual information to help debugging object detection and understanding the
algorithm of object detection, and a client-server application to allow remote configuration of
the vision system. Although designed and tested in the field of robotics vision, the modular
vision system presented can easily be exported onto more industrial projects and security
monitoring as an example with minimal effort due to its modularity.
Apart from the modular vision system, the work developed also involved the creation of
an object oriented library for socket based network communication and a graphical tool to
configure the system. The library not only provides communication through stream sockets
by extending the functionality of the POSIX API without increasing execution times, but
also simplifies it with the new proposed flow of operations and objects with well defined roles.
The developed graphical tool to remotely configure the vision system can not only con-
figure this vision system but others as well by simple adding a new module to communicate
with other vision systems. Besides configuration of the vision system also allows to preview
images from other cameras as well and recorded videos of other vision systems.
6.1 Future Work
One of the main issues in the communication of the client-server application is the appli-
cation protocol. Future work will be the better definition of an application protocol, probably
using XML or fixed length tokens. The main idea is to simplify and give a natural feel to the
application protocol.
Some features of the graphical tool were also left to implement. The integration of the
already existent tool in CAMBADA to configure the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the
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vision system in the graphical tool can be of incredible value. Also the definition of pixels
that belong and don’t belong in the mask could be a major asset to the tool.
Extending the communications library to support the definition of an application protocol
would also be something of value since it is a feature not present in some competing libraries.
Finally the placing of the data required by the core vision module of the vision system
onto a shared memory would allow the creation of stand alone tools or daemons. With data
on shared memory, processes would no longer have the need to be executed on the same page
table as the core vision, thus allowing for even more tools such as an algorithm logger, logging
all stages of the algorithm for later analysis in a single video.
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